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Abstract—$LCL$ filters play an important role in grid-connected converters when trying to reduce switching-frequency ripple currents injected into the grid. Besides, their small size and low cost make them attractive for many practical applications. However, the $LCL$ filter is a third-order system, which presents a resonance peak frequency. Oscillation will occur in the control loop in high frequency ranges, especially in current loop in double-loops controlled converters. In order to solve this, many strategies have been proposed to damp resonance, including passive and active methods. This paper makes a review of these methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays voltage source converters (VSC) have become an essential part of many sources and appliances when connecting to the grid. Traditionally voltage source converters are connected to the grid by means of a single inductor ($L$), in order to reduce the switching frequency ripple currents. However, more and more inductor-capacitor-inductor ($LCL$) filters are becoming popular due to their performance in attenuating harmonics and fast dynamic response. Moreover, their small size and low cost are also attractive for application engineers.

In [1] and [5], detailed design procedures of $LCL$ filter were presented. According to the requirements of current ripple tolerance, voltage drop, resonance frequency, reactive power rate, and losses, $LCL$ filter parameters can be designed, including converter side inductor ($L$), capacitor ($C$) and grid side inductor ($L_g$).

VSC with $LCL$ filters are more sensitive to grid distortion, which needs for more advanced control strategies in order to maintain better stability performance [2]. So that many passive and active methods were proposed in order to satisfy system stability requirements.

In order to suppress $LCL$ filters resonance, passive methods [3]-[8] are easier and cheaper for stiff-grid applications [3]. However, it may produce extra losses and may affect high-frequency harmonic attenuation capability.

The basic types of passive damping methods are presented in [4] and [16]. Passive elements like resistors, inductors, and capacitors are placed using different combinations. However, it is really challenging to trade-off losses and filter performance.

In order to solve this problem, active damping methods are gaining more attention ([2], [9]-[21]). With the aim to eliminate the extra losses produced by passive damping process, a virtual resistor is proposed in order to mimic a real damping resistor by using an additional control loop in [12]-[13]. However, the resonance peak still persists in the control loop, and consequently two current feedback control strategies are proposed in [2] and [9]. By using a “weighted current feedback” approach, these two strategies aim at modifying the transfer function of $LCL$ filter in closed-loop towards single inductor filter behaviour, being inherently stable. However the control design depends on $LCL$ physical parameters.

In [10], [14] and [15], a lead-lag compensator is added into the current loop, being effective inside a small range around the resonance frequency, while no interference is introduced in both low frequency and switching frequency. In [17], different feedback loops were investigated to evaluate their performance. Based on these basic damping methods, several improved damping techniques are proposed in [18]-[21]. Hybrid damping methods [18] combine passive with active ones together to overcome drawbacks, while a grid current feedback damping strategy aiming at reducing current sensor’s number is presented in [20]. Further, genetic algorithm (GA) is adopted in [19] to adapt an active damping method to different conditions in case of $LCL$ physical parameters’ mismatch. Considering microgrids applications, a method including two impedance feedback loops is proposed in [21].

This paper presents a review which encompasses different damping methods adopted in grid-connected voltage source converters. Section II presents the basic concepts of $LCL$ filters in parallel inverters forming microgrids. Then different methods, including passive, active methods and other improved ones, are reviewed in Section III and Section IV. Finally, conclusion is presented in Section V.
II. LCL FILTER IN PARALLEL INVERTERS FORMING MICROGRIDS

In distribution generation systems, several DC/AC work as voltage sources to form a MicroGrid which often use droop control [22]-[23]. In Fig. 1, basic structure is shown. An LC filter is connected to each DC/AC output and \( L_{\text{droop}} \) acts as a droop inductor. Usually one inverter is operating as a voltage source, while the others adopt a current control strategy. Here \( L, C \), and \( L_{\text{droop}} \) can be seen as an LCL filter in grid-connected mode, so that interactions between LCL filters and the grid will occur and may affect the system performance. With a better comprehension about LCL filters, especially in parallel system, interactions can be supressed successfully, which will endow a robust performance to the system.

III. PASSIVE DAMPING METHODS

Passive methods win much attention because of its simplicity, cost effective, and simple implementation. It mainly deals with LCL filter hardware circuit itself. As shown in Fig. 2, resistors, inductors and capacitors are the three main elements in passive damping methods. Sub-circuits, with a combination of these three elements, are inserted into LCL filters to damp its resonance. Consequently, more poles and zeroes may appear (see (1)) to cancel inherent poles in LCL filter transfer function.

In Fig. 3, several basic kinds of passive damping methods are shown. By using different damping strategies, LCL filters will have different performance in both low and high frequency ranges. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that passive damping methods target to eliminate the resonance peak while sacrificing filter performance. In Fig. 3, the simplest configuration is circuit a, which reduce resonance peak by inserting a resistor into the \( C \)'s branches. In order to obtain a better trade-off between performance and resistive losses reduction [5], more devices (inductors and capacitors) are added as a damping sub-circuit (see Fig.3). However, with these solutions raise the cost and complexity of the filter. Further, although resonance peak is well dealt with, performance in high-frequency range is degraded at the same time. Note that the slope of the Bode diagram in high frequency range is smaller than the LCL filter open-loop one, resulting in a poorer performance. Taking circuit c (see Fig. 3) as an example, it introduces another resonance peak (see Fig.4)

while bringing LCL filter resonance peak down at the expense of increasing filter complexity. So that a trade-off between filtering and damping performances should be taken into account. In addition, when designing passive damping aid circuits, extra losses that will affect converter’s efficiency should be also taken into account. Moreover, nonlinearities in devices, such as inductors and capacitors, may cause serious EMI and/or EMC problems.

IV. ACTIVE DAMPING METHODS

Compared to the passive damping methods, active damping techniques are mainly focused on control strategies. By adding additional damping control loops, especially in current loops, negative effects caused by LCL filter can be minimized to a large extent.
\[
G(s) = \frac{i_s}{V_s} = \frac{1}{LLCs_1s^2 + (L + L_g)s} \quad \text{(Original Transfer Function of LCL Filter)}
\]

\[
G(s) = \frac{i_s}{V_s} = \frac{1}{RLCs_1s^2 + L_s + R_L} \quad \text{(Circuit a)}
\]

\[
G(s) = \frac{i_s}{V_s} = \frac{1}{LLRsCs^2 + L_s + R_L} \quad \text{(Circuit b)}
\]

\[
G(s) = \frac{i_s}{V_s} = \frac{1}{LLRsCs^2 + L_s + R_L} \quad \text{(Circuit c)}
\]

\[
G(s) = \frac{i_s}{V_s} = \frac{1}{LLRsCs^2 + L_s + R_L} \quad \text{(Circuit e)}
\]

---

A. Feedback Current Rectification

As can be seen in Fig. 5, a single \( L \) filter is inherently stable, because the slope is -20dB when magnitude curve crosses 0dB. In [2] and [9], new current feedback strategies are proposed in order to simulate a single \( L \) filter behaviour. From the control diagram illustrated in Fig.6, it can be seen that the feedback current is made up from two components, which depends on \( L \) and \( L_g \) values or \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) values. By replacing the feedback current with the new ones, loops in red dashed frame will be transformed into an \( L \) transfer function without any additional control loop. Thus no resonance peak will be present in the current control loop, as shown in (2).

However, its frequency behaviour still relies on \( LCL \) physical features. In fact, this technique represents half of the active damping methods. Inductor and capacitor values in an \( LCL \) filter usually change along with their operation time. Once \( LCL \) physical parameters are mismatched, the transfer function \( i_{\text{feedback}}/V_i \) cannot be longer seen as a single \( L \) transfer function, and thus more resonance peaks will come out, whose magnitude is nearly as high as the original \( LCL \) filter, as shown in Fig. 5. In addition, system cost and complexity will be increased since more current sensors are used in order to obtain the two inductor currents.

---

**Fig. 5.** Bode diagram of \( L \) and \( LCL \) filter.

**Fig. 6.** Rectified feedback current control strategy.

**Fig. 7.** Block diagram of the control loop.

**Fig. 8.** Bode diagram of the closed-loop system with the control loop rectification.
In order to remove system dependence on LCL filter inherent parameters, filters are chosen as a damp unit, which is inserted into control loops to damp system resonance. By inserting the filter directly into control loops, inherent unstable elements of the system can be cancelled (see Fig. 7). Based on the transfer function $V_f$-to-$i_L$ [11], inherent poles in LCL transfer function (2) are cancelled in the closed-loop transfer function. As a consequence, the resonance peak in LCL filter is effectively damped without affecting filter performance in high-frequency range, having a very similar effect as adding a single damping resistance ($R$) to the LCL filter (see Fig. 8). The other one is placing filters in the feedback loop, which also aims at eliminating system’s instability. However, this active damping strategy to some extent still depends on LCL physical parameters, as shown in (3). The damping term $G_d(s)$ can be deduced from the original transfer function $i_L(s)/V_i(s)$ that contains no damping term. With the aging of the components, both $L$ and $C$ values will drift, causing a negative effect on the damping performance.

Based on Fig. 8 (see green curve), it can be concluded that performance in high-frequency range is enhanced although two more resonance peaks may appear, which are smaller than that in the original LCL filter. However, interaction caused by new resonance peaks may also take place between the grid and the converter, which means that an additional damping block may be still required.

Besides, other types of filters (see Fig. 9), such as notch filter ([26]), lead-lag filter ([10], [14] and [15]) and so on, are also adopted in the feedback loop as a damped element in the system.

C. Virtual Resistors

Although passive damping methods are simpler and cost effective, extra losses always come along thus affecting system efficiency. With capacitor $C$ voltage feedback and the proportional gain $K$ proposed in [12]-[13], a similar damping function can be realized (see Fig. 10). In (4), a virtual resistor control loop and its transfer function are presented. It can be seen that it is quite similar to the passive damping methods. Bode diagram shown in Fig. 11 illustrates that the resonance peak is successfully suppressed. Since no real resistors are inserted into the hardware circuit, thus no extra-losses may exist. In this condition, LCL parameters mismatch has little effect on the damping method performance. Even in case of LCL parameters change or drift, the damping performance is still effective without affecting system performance in high frequency, shown in the red curve of Fig. 10. Notice that only a small position offset of the resonance frequency is caused.

$\frac{i_{feedback}}{V_f} = \frac{L - i_L + L_g - i_c}{L + L_g - V_f}$

$\Rightarrow \frac{i_{feedback}}{V_f} = \frac{L - L_g - L_g - V_f}{L + L_g - V_f}$

Bode diagram shown in Fig. 11 illustrates that the resonance peak is successfully suppressed. Since no real resistors are inserted into the hardware circuit, thus no extra-losses may exist. In this condition, LCL parameters mismatch has little effect on the damping method performance. Even in case of LCL parameters change or drift, the damping performance is still effective without affecting system performance in high frequency, shown in the red curve of Fig. 10. Notice that only a small position offset of the resonance frequency is caused.
D. Other Active Damping Methods

According to the aforementioned basic forms of active and passive damp methods, more improved strategies are proposed to avoid these drawbacks.

1) Hybrid damping method: A combination of active and passive methods is proposed in [18]. Considering current control loops limitation, passive methods are added to compensate system stability and dynamic performance. The control diagram is shown in Fig. 12. Through state feedback control loop, the capacitor \( C \) voltage will be estimated, to be used for active damping purposes. At the same time, an RC damping circuit used, which may cause undesired performances in high frequency range, as shown in Fig. 4. Nevertheless, quite complicated to deal with both passive auxiliary circuits and state feedback loops.

2) Genetic Algorithm-based damping method: Both passive and active damping methods sacrifice system efficiency and cost. Usually passive ones bring more circuit losses while active ones increase system and design complexity. In [19], an optimization filter is proposed to produce an optimal voltage reference for converter. With the help of genetic algorithms (GA), filter and control loops’ (usually PI) parameters are optimized without adding extra current sensors and computation task offline. In (5), the filter is presented in Z-domain [19]. According to the conventional procedures of GA [24], after defining main parameters (e.g. population, selection, crossover and mutation possibilities, ending criterions, and so on), \( a(i) \), \( b(i) \) and \( kp \) will start with a random population and through a GA process, most optimal parameters will be obtained on the basis of fitness function value. GA based damping method has a strong adaptation ability when LCL physical parameters present variations. Once it happens, GA will try to seek for another group of optimal solutions for the added filter and control.

3) Grid current feedback damping method: Instead of sensing \( L \) and \( L_g \) current, grid current \( i_{Lg} \) is included as a new member to damp resonances [21]. Without more current sensors, grid current damping loop emulates a capacitor voltage damping behaviours, as shown in Fig. 13. It is directive and robust, because its only one control variable is...
the injected grid-current. Actually, its intrinsic features are the same as capacitor voltage feedback damping, as shown in (6). More poles are placed into the transfer function denominator through the grid current feedback loop. However it only uses one current sensor, which means a lower complexity and cost. However, as aforementioned, this solution is highly dependent on the parameters, so that for instance $L_g$ parameter drift will have a negative effect on damping performance.

4) Generalized closed-loop control (GCC): Based on virtual resistor damping methods, two damping impedance loops are inserted into the control scheme, including an internal impedance term and an external impedance term, for the sake of both droop control and $LCL$ damping resonance purposes, as shown in Fig.14. This method is intended for microgrid applications. In island mode, converters operate as voltage sources and connected to PCC with the aim of helping droop control. Here, external impedance block regulate converter output impedance in order to enhance system performance and to suppress multiple resonances between multiple $LCL$-terminated converters [25]. When some converter is required to transfer energy to the grid, the internal impedance loop is used, thus achieving the damping resonance objective. It is to a large extent reliable, but an optimal control strategy is necessary to smooth transfer from island to grid-connected modes.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

Here some of the damp methods' performances are validated in a 10kW single-phase inverter simulation platform. Simulation results of grid current feedback, inverter output current feedback, weighted current feedback and virtual resistor are shown from Fig.15 to Fig. 18.

When only grid current is feedback, the system is unstable (see Fig.15 (a)). With the other three control strategies, grid injected current is smooth and stable (see Fig. 15 b to d).

Fig.15. Voltage and current under different damp method (a: only grid current feedback, b: only inverter output current feedback, c: weighted current feedback d: virtual resistor).

Fig.16. Current with inverter output current feedback (a: normal condition, b: $L_g$'s value is changed by 10%, c: $L$'s value is changed by 10%).

Fig.17 Current with weighted current feedback (a: normal condition, b: start process when $L$'s value is changed by 10%, c: $L_g$'s value is changed by 10%, d: $L$'s value is changed by 10%).

Fig.18. Current with virtual resistor (a: normal condition, b: $L$'s value is reduced by 10%, c: $L_g$'s value is changed by 10%, d: bigger virtual resistor).
In order to validate different control strategies’ performance when LCL’s physical parameters are drifted, more simulations were carried out (see from Fig. 16 to Fig. 17).

When changing Lg’s value by 10%, grid current of the inverter is affected if only the converter output current is feedback (see Fig. 16 (a) and (b)). However, there are some high frequency resonances in grid current if L’s value is changed by 10% (see Fig. 16 (c)).

In Fig. 17, results under different conditions are shown when weighted current feedback is adopted. When L’s value is changed, there exist some other frequency resonances in grid injected current (see Fig. 17 (b)). Nevertheless, it can be also suppressed successfully gradually (see Fig. 17 (d)). If Lg’s value is reduced by 10%, system is divergent. Consequently, weighted current feedback is sensitive to LCL’s physical parameters’ mismatch, especially Lg.

At the same time, virtual resistor is less sensitive to LCL’s physical parameters (see Fig. 18). No matter how the parameters are changed, grid current is clean and stable (see Fig. 18 (a) and (c)). But there is limitation on virtual resistor’s value. Once an improper value is given, grid current will be divergent (see Fig. 18 (d)).

VI. CONCLUSION

LCL filter becomes more and more used in practical applications since its good performance in attenuating harmonics injected into grid and its contribution in minimizing filter size. However, LCL filter impedance is zero at its resonance frequency, so that a resonance peak will cause oscillation in the control loop. In order to suppress resonance brought by the LCL filter, active, passive, hybrid, and other improved methods are proposed in order to enhance system performance in both low and high frequency ranges. An optimal balance between circuits’ losses (in passive methods) and system complexity (in active methods) should be made carefully. When designing the control strategy for an LCL interface grid-connected converters, the following rules should be followed:

- Lower circuit losses
- Lower system complexity
- Reduce AD sensors (Current sensors) and system cost
- Enhance reliability and accuracy

In applications such as microgrids, every converter will work as a current source to inject current to the grid, and L, C and \( L_{\text{loop}} \) can be treated as a LCL filter. Resonance may exist since many LCL filters are connected to the PCC at the same time. So that with an optimal control strategy aiming at LCL filter, better performance in both stable and transient performance can be achieved.

This paper analysis is mainly focused in frequency domain. So in the future works more emphasis should be put in discrete domain to get more accurate results, including sample and hold, control delays, and more simulation will be carried out to evaluate different damping method.
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